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And here is my Life Timeline:

Paris 6 University, France
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SPring-8, Hyogo, Japan

BNL, Long Island, USA

Because this could be you at 6:40 pm today:

And because this is you right now:

Let me already give you…
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The take away message of this lecture:
•

Why do we use RIXS?
RIXS probes the behavior of the valence electrons (the most important
electrons for physics and chemistry!), both local and collective

•

How does RIXS work?
RIXS measures energy change (spectroscopy) and momentum
change (scattering) of photons scattered from the sample

•

Why does RIXS need light sources?
RIXS is photon hungry, and needs tunability of photon energy

•

Who uses RIXS?
Bulk of users are physicists, but interest from material scientists and
chemists is rapidly growing
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The take away message of this lecture:
•

And also, RIXS instruments look C O O L:

ID32 at the ESRF (Grenoble, France), 12 meters. A similar spectrometer,
15 meters in length, is currently in construction at NSLS-II.
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… And because every lecture needs an outline:
•

Section 1: What’s the big deal with electron behavior?

•

Section 2: From band structure to electron behavior

•

Section 3: Probing the band structure

•

Section 4: How does RIXS work?

•

Section 5: Examples of RIXS studies

•

Section 6: RIXS at NSLS-II
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Section 1:

What’s the big deal with
electron behavior?
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Different Probes for Different Scales
SAXS, O. Gang

electrons

XRD
E. Dooryhee

X-ray Microscopy
Q. Shen

X-ray Imaging
W.K. Lee

nucleus

Atoms

XAS, B. Ravel; XPS, A. Boscoboinic
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RIXS Probes Local and Collective Electron Behavior

RIXS
Local

Collective

electrons

nucleus

Atoms
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All the Electrons? No, the Valence Electrons.
The color of the outer shell determines which candy I want to eat first:

The Valence Electrons Determine:
Chemical Reactivity and Bonding
Between Atoms
Bond

Electrical and Magnetic
Properties of Matter
µ
Spin

Valence
electrons
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Electrons also have an ‘Attitude’, a Behavior

Charge

The Social Behavior of the Valence Electrons in Materials
Metamagnet

Heavy

Mobile

Copper Wire

Cu

CeRu2Si2

Ceramic Insulator

SiO2
+
Al2O3

YBa2Cu3
O7

Bound

Collective
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Superconductor

Valence Electron Behavior Making Our Life Easy
‘Sea’ of mobile electrons

Power Lines
Computer Processors

Hybrid Car Capacitors

Mobile and Bound Electrons

Bound electrons
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Valence
Electron
Behavior
Making
Our
Life
Easier
e
v
i
t
c
Colle
NYC a 10 min ride from BNL

SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

$20 billion / year savings
in the US

Chip 500 x faster than Iphone 6’s
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Section 2:

From band structure to
electron behavior
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The Valence Electrons on the Element Map
Are these valence “states”, or valence “bands”…?

3d 4d 5d

2p
3p

4f
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How Do Valence Bands Form?
Forming a chemical
bond between two
atoms:
Energy

Forming a chemical
bond between four
atoms:
Energy

Energy
Antibonding

Bonding

Forming an energy
band with many
atoms in a solid:

Antibonding

Continuum
of states

Bonding

Molecular Orbitals

Valence Band
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From Band Structure to Electron Behavior
Filling of the valence band, red=occupied, blue=unoccupied
Energy

Overlap

Band
gap

EF

Fermi
level

Metal

Semimetal
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Semi conductor

Insulator

From Band Structure to Electron Behavior
Each band has a dispersion relation, which is the energy of the band as a
function of the electron’s wavevector k (k = q/ħ where q is the momentum)
Energy

Dispersion relation of the bands

k-integrated bands

EF

EF

Semi-conductor

k
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High-symmetry points in the
Brillouin zone

site (http://ph.qmul.ac.uk/intranet/undergraduates/module?id=73)
MainMain
site Main
(http://ph.qmul.ac.uk/intranet/undergraduates/module?id=73)
site (http://ph.qmul.ac.uk/intranet/undergraduates/module?id=73)

Why Use the Reciprocal Space?
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Mathematical description of crystal structure
Reciprocal lattice is a Fourier transform of the lattice in the real space:
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contains all

The Link between Electron Behavior and Band Structure
Copper versus Silicon:
Same single crystal structure (face-cubic centered)

Yet very different properties (and appearances):

The origin of these differences is in the band structure!
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The Link between Electron Behavior and Band Structure
Different valence orbitals, forming different bands:
Band Diagram of Silicon (semi-cond.)
Band gap
(indirect)

Band crossing EF
= no gap

The band structure contains precious
information about the electron behavior,
which governs the material properties
So, now… how do I probe the band structure??
21

Germain Salvato-Vallverdu, VASP calculations

Band Diagram of Copper (metal)

Section 3:

Probing the band structure

22

How does spectroscopy probe valence bands?
Let’s make an analogy between valence bands and bowling ball racks:

k-integrated bands

Energy

Empty
states
EF

Occupied
states

Semi-conductor
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How does spectroscopy probe valence bands?
Let’s make an analogy between valence bands and bowling ball racks:

k-integrated bands

Energy

If I know the
energy it takes to
bring the ball up,
I know the energy
difference
between the two
levels

EF

Semi-conductor
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How does spectroscopy probe valence bands?
Let’s make an analogy between valence bands and bowling ball racks:

k-integrated bands

Energy

If I know the
number of balls
that are able to
go up, I know the
density of states
(DOS)

EF

Semi-conductor
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Great, we’ve rediscovered optical spectroscopy!
The Early Days of Optical Spectroscopy:
First attribution of spectra to chemical elements by Kirchhoff and
Bunsen in 1860 with their spectroscope
(to continue with the analogy, and because history is fun:
The first indoor bowling alley worldwide opened in New-York in 1840!)
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Great, we’ve rediscovered optical spectroscopy!
State-of-the art Optical Spectroscopy:
Magneto-optical Spectrometer
Can detect transitions between near IR (0.8 eV) to UV (6 eV)

Sandor Bordacs, University of Budapest
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What about x-ray spectroscopy?
Another way to do it: use x-rays to excite core-level electrons

k-integrated bands

Energy

Probes the
occupied
DOS

XPS

EF

Probes the
unoccupied
DOS

XAS
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Core level

What about x-ray spectroscopy?
Use of monochromatic x-rays to probe valence bands offers (1/2):
Charge Selectivity:

Element Selectivity:

ALSHub Tutorial

Li-ion battery
cathode material
Li(Co1/3Ni1/3Mn1/3)O2

Orbital Selectivity:

users.aber.ac.uk/

X. Liu et al., Nature Comm., 2013
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What about x-ray spectroscopy?

Use of monochromatic x-rays to probe valence bands offers (2/2):
Optical light momentum
negligible in spectroscopy

q=E/c

Momentum
Increases with
Energy!

SOFT x-ray RIXS on La CuO
Cu-L edge (~930 eV)

Hard x-rays RIXS covers
several BZ

HARD x-ray RIXS on La2CuO4
OBSERVATIONS ON THE RESONANT INELASTIC X-RAY…
Cu-K edge (~8990 eV)
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What about x-ray spectroscopy?
X-ray spectroscopy can explore energy and momentum of the bands
Energy
Energy

EF

k
k
One more ingredient for RIXS: the core-hole
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It’s about time to reveal RIXS!!!

Drum roll please……
32

Section 4:

How does RIXS work?

33

The RIXS process revealed
Three steps involved via photon-in photon-out process:
Energy

Initial state
Fe2+, 3d6

EF
3d6
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2p2

k

The RIXS process revealed
Three steps involved via photon-in photon-out process:
Energy

Intermediate state

Initial state
Fe2+, 3d6

EF
3d6

EF

k

3d7

E1
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2p2

2p1

k

The RIXS process revealed
Three steps involved via photon-in photon-out process:
Energy

Intermediate state

Initial state

Final state

Fe2+, 3d6

EF
3d6

EF

k

3d7

k

EF
3d6

k

E2
E1
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2p2

2p1

2p2

The RIXS process revealed
Three steps involved via photon-in photon-out process:
Intermediate state

Creation of the
core-hole provides
element, orbital
and charge
selectivity

EF
3d7

E1
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2p1

k

Sensitivity to
unoccupied states
through promotion
of a core-level
electron

The RIXS process revealed
Three steps involved via photon-in photon-out process:
Final state

Non-dipole
excitations, like
here (d-d)
allowed!

Sensitivity to
occupied states
through
recombination of
core hole with a
participator
valence electron
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EF
3d6

k

E2

2p2

The RIXS process revealed: Summary
• RIXS measures energy and momentum transfers
(ΔE, Δq) from light to electrons
• It probes local and cooperative electronic effects between
the excited and decayed valence electrons and also the
neighboring electrons = RIXS probes electronic correlations

ΔE=E1-E2
Δq=k1-k2

E2 , k2

E1 , k1
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Our big ‘light bulb’: NSLS-II
One Light Source…
Many Beamlines: Lights of different color (energy), size, brightness

eOptics used to
split the light into
a rainbow of
energies

NSLS-II makes the electrons glow!
40

Light meets
with matter

1905

Is RIXS a high-yield process?

Photoelectric effect

Probability
Decreases

Probability 1

1912

RIXS is a low-yield
technique, but the
rich information it
provides about the
electronic structure
makes it worth it!

Elastic X-ray
Scattering

Measurement
Difficulty
Fluorescence
Increases

Probability 0.01

1922

Probability 0.001

My
tool
1996

Resonant Inelastic
X-ray Scattering

(at NSLS!) Probability 0.00001
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RIXS vs XAS, XPS
• Probes both Occupied and Unoccupied States ✔

RIXS
XAS
XPS

• Element and Orbital Selective ✔
• Dipole Selection Rules Non Essential ✔
• Charge Neutral ✔
• Applicable to All Sample Environments ✔
• Bulk Sensitive ✔
• Compatible with Microscopy ✔
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RIXS Data: How Do they Look?

ELASTIC PEAK

3. STRUCTURE
Scattered Light

Intensity

*SC=SuperConducting

~0.1 eV
RIXS
TOMORROW


RIXS TODAY


Low-Energy
Spin Excitations

SC Gap*

High-Energy
Spin
Phonons Excitations

Charge Excitations

E
Energy Transfer

q

Enerygy
resolution
critical for
low-energy
excitations!

Momentum Transfer

2. SPIN 43

1. CHARGE

Section 5:

Examples of RIXS Studies

44

RIXS STUDY 1/2

CATALYTIC CONVERTERS
A RIXS study about chemistry
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What is a catalytic converter?

CO2,H20,
N2

Operation Temperature
≈ 350~900 °C

Fuel: HC
Air: N2,O2

CO

CO2

CO,HC,Nox

Pt
Pt

Al2O3

Catalyst
Pt/Al2O3

Today let’s focus on the reference samples: Pt, PtO2
46

Experimental Setup: Hard X-ray RIXS
RIXS exp. conditions
Pt-L3 : E1=11564 eV
Energy resolution = 700 meV
Samples: Polycrystalline Pt, PtO2

Beamline : BL11XU @ SPring-8

Sample Cell

Photon in

Photon out

High-resolution
monochromator

Focusing optics

Spectrometer +
Detector

47

Fully compatible with
in-situ and operando
environments!

The RIXS Process on Pt Catalysts
hole	
electron	

Intermediate state

Initial state

Final state

6p	

E2, q2	

5d	

E1, q1	

EF	
5d	

598

2p	
2p	

Pt	

O	

J.N. Miller et al. / Photoemission

of adsorbed CO and Hz0 on Pt

its intensity tracks in photon energy with the magnitude of the Pt d bands, not the
CO orbitals. The d-like intensity of peak pz has been previously demonstrated and
is particularly evident as it passes through the energy of the Cooper minimum for
the Pt 5d valence electrons [l]. The pz peak also shows similar changes in energy
position with changing photon energy as some of the structures in the Pt valence
band.
So, there are four basic changes in the energy distribution curves (EDCs) which
occur upon CO chemisorption:
The peak at the Fermi level is strongly attenuated,
some extra d-like emission increases 4 to 5 eV from Ef, the nonbinding molecular
orbitals (4~ and lrr) move up in energy due to extramolecular relaxation, and the
5a shifts to lower energy due to the bonding and merges with the In.

Pt	

Pt	

O	

3.2. Cross section

Pt	

Pt	

O	

In this section, we wish to discuss the gas phase photoionization
cross section of
the CO molecular orbitals. Several authors have published the gas phase cross sec-

Pt + 5LCO
T= 120K

hv = 34eV

=

*
-15
INITIAL

-10

-5

.L
Ef

STATE ENERGY (eV)

Fig. 4. Energy distribution curve of CO on Pt at hv = 34 eV. This plot of intensity versus initial
state energy shows the lack of an enhancement in the 471orbital for CO for this experimental
geometry (compare to fig. 1 and ref. [5]).

Unoccupied VB
(XAS)

Occupied VB
(XES)

RIXS

Pt	

The RIXS Process on Pt Catalysts
PtO2 (insulator)

Pt (metal)
XAS
L3

RIXS

RIXS map

XAS
L3

No gap

RIXS

RIXS map

Gap

fl

fl

dp2
dd

Feature Assignments:

dd è ????
dp è ????
fl è ????

If you don’t know,
look at the DOS!

dp1

The RIXS Process on Pt Catalysts
FIG. 1. (a) Calculated band gap of β-PtO2 as a function of effective on-site Coulomb repulsion (Ueff ) in the GGA+U
method. (b) Optimized lengths of cell edges a, b, and c as a function of Ueff . The experimental values of a, b, and c (from
Ref. 13) are indicated by dashed lines.

Pt (metal)
dd

RIXS
(exp.)

Resolution=1.6
eV (solid line)
and 0.7 eV
(dotted line)

dp1
dp2

Y. Yang et al., AIP Advances, 2012

W. Chen et al., Phys. Scripta, 1996

DOS
(calc.)

Pt 5d	

PtO2 (insulator)

2. (a) Calculated
electronic
density-of-states
(DOS)k-integrated
of β-PtO2 using the one-shot
G0 W0 , partially
self-consistentand
GW0 ,
TheFIG.
RIXS
spectra
really
reflect the
convoluted
occupied
and self-consistent GW methods. (b) Energy bands of β-PtO2 , calculated using the GGA (solid lines) and G0 W0 methods
unoccupied
DOS!
Pure
5d lines
forjoining
Pt metal,
andpoints
mixed
Pt5d-O2p
for PtOof2the
(scattered squares and
triangles)
along some
high-symmetry
in the k-space.
The direct coordinates

The RIXS Process on Pt Catalysts
PtO2 (insulator)

Pt (metal)
XAS

RIXS

RIXS map

L3

XAS

RIXS

RIXS map

L3
fl

fl

dp2
dd

Feature Assignments:
dd è Pt5d - Pt5d transitions (RIXS)
dp è Pt5d/O2p - Pt5d/O2p transitions (RIXS)
fl è Fluorescence (XES)

dp1

NEXT SLIDE:
Take a slice here

The RIXS Process on Pt Catalysts
el* = elastic peak
hole	
electron	

Final state

5d	
Edp1=E5d occ-E5d unocc

5d	
2p	
Edp2=E2p occ-E5d unocc
2p	

2p	
Pt	

O	

Pt	

el* dp1 dp2

Unoccupied VB * Occupied VB = RIXS, E loss constant

The RIXS Process on Pt Catalysts
PtO2 (insulator)

Pt (metal)
XAS

RIXS

RIXS map

L3

XAS

RIXS

RIXS map

L3
fl

fl

dp2
dd

Feature Assignments:
dd è Pt5d - Pt5d transitions (RIXS)
dp è Pt5d/O2p - Pt5d/O2p transitions (RIXS)
fl è Fluorescence (XES)

dp1

NEXT SLIDE:
Take a slice here

The RIXS Process on Pt Catalysts
Two spectroscopic processes
intertwined: Raman, Fluorescence
RIXS

XES

hole	
electron	

Ei ì

Final state

5d	

5d	
2p	

Efl=E5d occ-EPt 2p
2p	

2p	
Pt	

el* dp1 dp2

O	

Pt	

fl

Unoccupied VB * Occupied VB = RIXS, E loss constant
Occupied VB: XES, E photon constant (E loss drifts!)

The RIXS Process on Pt Catalysts
PtO2 (insulator)

Pt (metal)
XAS

RIXS

RIXS map

XAS
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RIXS

RIXS map
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XES (fluores.) stronger than RIXS

RIXS (Raman) stronger than XES
Metallicity ì

RIXS is weaker in metals where conduction states are more delocalized,
and lifetime of excited photoelectron in intermediate state is shorter

RIXS STUDY 2/2

High-TC SUPERCONDUCTIVITY
A RIXS study about physics
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How It Began

Resistance (Ω)

1911: First Observation of Superconductivity, in Mercury
(H.K. Onnes)

Tc=4.2K
Figure 4. Historic plot of resistance (ohms) versus temperTemperature
(K) 1911 experiature (kelvin) for mercury
from the 26 October
ment shows the superconducting transition at 4.20 K.
Within 0.01 K, the resistance jumps from unmeasurably
small (less than 10–6 Ω) to 0.1 Ω. (From ref. 9.)
the cryostat—just in case the helium transfer worked.
The mercury resistor was constructed by connecting
seven U-shaped glass capillaries in series, each containing a
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the historic entry, “practically zero.” The notebook furth
records that the helium level stood quite still.
The experiment continued into the late afternoon. At t
end of the day, Kamerlingh Onnes finished with an intrigui
notebook entry: “Dorsman [who had controlled and me
ured the temperatures] really had to hurry to make the o
servations.” The temperature had been surprisingly hard
control. “Just before the lowest temperature [about 1.8 K] w
reached, the boiling suddenly stopped and was replaced
evaporation in which the liquid visibly shrank. So, a rema
ably strong evaporation at the surface.” Without realizing
the Leiden team had also observed the superfluid transiti
of liquid helium at 2.2 K. Two different quantum transitio
had been seen for the first time, in one lab on one and t
same day!
Three weeks later, Kamerlingh Onnes reported his
sults at the April meeting of the KNAW.7 For the resistan
of ultrapure mercury, he told the audience, his model h
yielded three predictions: (1) at 4.3 K the resistance shou
be much smaller than at 14 K, but still measurable with
equipment; (2) it should not yet be independent of tempe
ture; and (3) at very low temperatures it should become ze
within the limits of experimental accuracy. Those predictio
Kamerlingh Onnes concluded, had been completely co
firmed by the experiment.
For the next experiment, on 23 May, the voltage reso
tion of the measurement system had been improved to abo
30 nV. The ratio R(T)/R0 at 3 K turned out to be less than 1
(The normalizing parameter R0 was the calculated resistan
of crystalline mercury extrapolated to 0 °C.) And that asto
ishingly small upper sensitivity limit held when T was lo
ered to 1.5 K. The team, having explored temperatures fro
4.3 K down to 3.0 K, then went back up to higher tempe
tures. The notebook entry in midafternoon reads: “At 4.00 [
not yet anything to notice of rising resistance. At 4.05 [K] n
yet either. At 4.12 [K] resistance begins to appear.”
That entry contradicts the oft-told anecdote about the k
role of a “blue boy”—an apprentice from the instrume
maker’s school Kamerlingh Onnes had founded. (The app

How It Took Off
1911 - … : Conventional Superconductors
1986 - … : Cuprates Superconductors (High-TC)
2008 - … : Iron-based Superconductors (High-TC)
-100°C

Temperature (K)

160

HgBa2Ca2Cu3O8	

120

Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10	
YbBa2Cu3O7	

80

40

Liquid N2
(La/Sr)CuO4	
Nb	
 NbN	
Pb	

Hg	
0

1910

Nb3Ge	
1960

1980

Year
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MgB2	
SmFeAsO1-x
La(O1-xFx)FeAs	
Liquid He
2000

Superconductivity Is About Cooper Pairs
If these people were electrons, to superconduct they would need to form pairs like this

Spin up

Spin down
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How Do Cooper Pairs Form In Cuprates?
Cooper Pair
AFM Coupling
Paramagnetism

Tî
+
AFM=AntiFerroMagnetic

Electron
doping

Antiferromagnetic Interactions Likely At The Origin of
Cooper Pair Formation In Cuprates: How do we Know?
LETTERS
PUBLISHED ONLINE: 4 AUGUST 2013 | DOI: 10.1038/NMAT3723

BNL study
that uses
RIXS

Persistence of magnetic excitations in
La2 xSrxCuO4 from the undoped insulator to the
heavily overdoped non-superconducting metal
M. P. M. Dean1 *, G. Dellea2 , R. S. Springell3 , F. Yakhou-Harris4 , K. Kummer4 , N. B. Brookes4 , X. Liu1,5 ,
Y-J. Sun1,5 , J. Strle1,6 , T. Schmitt7 , L. Braicovich2,8 , G. Ghiringhelli2,8 , I. Bo ović1 and J. P. Hill1 *
One of the most intensely studied scenarios of hightemperature superconductivity (HTS) postulates pairing by
exchange of magnetic excitations1 . Indeed, such excitations
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in high-Tc superconductors1 . A necessary, although not sufficient,
condition for such scenarios is that spin fluctuations persist across
the superconducting portion of the phase diagram while retaining

Using RIXS To Detect Spin Excitations
Exploring the phase diagram of a superconductor with RIXS:
Phase diagram of La2-xSrxCuO4

CuO2 plaquette

RIXS Data

O
Cu

Underdoped

Superconducting

Overdoped
Momentum range
of soft RIXS
experiment
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Elastic peak
+
spin excitation

Charge
excitations
(d-d)

Using RIXS To Detect Spin Excitations
Spin excitations found to persist in superconducting state!
Doping

Momentum
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Elastic peak Spin excitation

Using RIXS To Detect Spin Excitations
Dispersion of the spin excitation measured by RIXS:

Good agreement with Inelastic Neutron Scattering (INS).
RIXS can be used on small crystals (beam size down to ~10 µm nowadays)
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AMES Laboratory

Neutrons need BIG crystals,
or a LOT of small ones:

Section 6:

RIXS at NSLS-II
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To see all the details that are visible on the
screen, use the "Print" link next to the map.

The SIX Beamline at NSLS-II,
and the Neighborhood at BNL

To see all the details that are vis
screen, use the "Print" link next t

To see all the details that are visible on the
screen, use the "Print" link next to the map.

RHIC

CMPMSD
CFN

NSLS-II
NSLS-II

SIX

Imagery ©2015 DigitalGlobe, New York GIS, USDA Farm Service Agency, Map data ©201

SIX

Imagery ©2015 DigitalGlobe, New York GIS, USDA Farm Service Agency, Map data ©2015 Google 
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SIX

SIX in Four Words

SOFT
INELASTIC
X-RAY
SCATTERING
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SIX in One Number
A Resolving Power Of

100,000
Ability to Distinguish Photons With a Difference in Energy of 0.001%
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World-Wide Resolution Race in RIXS
At
XFEL:
Get RIXS Shown
to the Heisenberg
limit in time and energy
RIXS
Spectrum
for

Different Energy Resolutions
t (fs)
t (fs)
RIXS Instruments
Around
@ 1 keV
@ 300 eVthe World
E/ E

Courtesy of A. Föhlisch
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ARHEA @ SOLEIL
Hornet @ SPring-8
28
93
qRIXS @ ALS
41 @ SLS 137
ADRESS
82

eRIXS @ ESRF
Veritas @ MaxLab4
123
410
AGS-AGM @ TPS
I21 @ Diamond
165

SIX @ NSLS-II
Ideal (theory)

t = h/ E = E/ E * /c
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273

550

SIX Needs To Be Looooong (100000)
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RETEMORTCEPS NOISSIME YAR-X TFOS
053 SEX ATNEICS

Spectrometer: How Long is Long?
noissime yar-X tfos tra-eht-fo-etats a si 053 SEX atneicS
-revoc retemortceps ecnedicni gnizarg a si tI .retemortceps
dna noituloser hgih ta ,Ve 0001- 05 , egnar ygrene ediw a gni
-effid ot detpada ylisae si 053 SEX atneicS ehT *.ytivitisnes
-egnalf si tnemurtsni eht ecnis ,secruos noitaticxe tner
ot detsujda ylisae si taht sixa lacitpo na sah dna detnuom
.ecruos noitaticxe eht

1m

Commercial
a fo stsisnoc tnemegnarra lacitpo 053 SEX atneicS ehT
Spectrometer
gnitarg rof srettuhs elbaevom owt ,tils ecnartne elbairav
taht rotceted D-2 a dna ,sgnitarg lacirehps eerht ,noitceles
atneicS ehT.metsys etanidrooc sixa-eerht a ni devom eb nac
degrem sretemortceps eerht sa debircsed eb nac 053 SEX
rotceted a dna tils ecnartne nommoc a gnivah yb eno otni
fo )elcric dnalwoR( evruc lacof eht ot dengila eb nac taht
.gnitarg detceles eht

,ypocsortceps nortcele htiw deretnuocne smelborp SEX nI
,sdleif citengamortcele morf ecnabrutsid ro gnigrahc sa hcus
,srotalusni fo stnemerusaem sekam SEX .tneserp ton era
.elbisaef stengamorref dna srotcudnocimes pagdnab egral
deirub yduts ot elbissop ti sekam SEX fo ytivitisnes klub ehT
treni na yb derevoc smlif evitisnes-noisorroc sa hcus sreyal
.reyal gnippac
)9891( 0961 ,06 .rtsnI .icS .veR ,.la te nergdroN .J )*

ytisnetni eht serusaem ,SEX ,ypocsortceps noissime yar-X
fo yaced evitaidar ot eud dettime syar-X tfos fo noitubirtsid
siht ni snotohp fo htgnel noitaunetta na htiW .eloh eroc a
eht ,sretemonan fo sderdnuh yllacipyt fo egnar y grene
.evitisnes klub yltnerehni si dohtem
ti tub , elbitapmoc muucav hgihartlu si 053 SEX atneicS ehT
smetsys sag erusserp hgih ylevitaler htiw desu eb osla nac
nac 053 SEX atneicS .tnempiuqe noitisoped ropav sa hcus
mlif niht ni noitaziretcarahc utis-ni rof desu eb erofereht
dna sdiuqil yduts ot elbissop ti sekam osla tI .noitisoped
ssecorp noissime yar-X eht ecniS .secafretni diuqil/dilos
-rofni deliated sreffo SEX ,elur noitceles elopid eht swollof
roF .erutcurts cinortcele dnab ecnelav eht tuoba noitam
gnippam )SODP( etats-fo-ytisned laitrap a yllaitnesse ,sdilos
.deniatbo si

ID32
ESRF (France)

12 m
SIX, NSLS-II

15 m
1.1v ,82-60-6002 ,atneicS GV ©
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Beamline: How Long is Long?

SIX, NSLS-II
Sample

Incoming beam
Beamline 105 m

Outgoing
beam

Spectrometer

15 m
Spectrometer
rotates over 112°

Detector
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Source

SIX is Too Long for NSLS-II Experimental Hall
Google Map 2012

Google Map 2013
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Google Map 2014

The SIX Spectrometer Building
May 2013 - Start of contract
August 2013 - Footings
September 2013 - Floor slab
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The SIX Spectrometer Building
November 2013 - Steel
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The SIX Spectrometer Building
February 2014 - Weather Tight
June 2014 - Complete

And nowadays?...
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SIX
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Optics Polishing for SIX Down to Atoms
1 µm

x100

10 nm

x10

Si atom

1 nm

220 ppm
diameter

200~400 mm
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SIX Needs To Be Stable
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SIX Needs To Be Stable
Goal

Environment
LIE (0.8 miles)

LIRR (1 mile) Shore (8 miles)

Our design

Concrete slab isolated from
the ‘rest of the world’
Sample and optics on granite blocks,
decoupled from chamber
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Doing a RIXS experiment at SIX

Sample

E1
Momentum
transfer tuning
Δq = q1 − q2 = 2q1 sin(2θ / 2)

Monochromator

E2

Detector
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Doing a RIXS experiment at SIX

You in a couple of years…?
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First Light For SIX End of 2016
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Questions?
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